Spotlight on Fine Art
Here are some Programmes, YouTube links and Museum
Virtual Tours to help prepare you for this course

Click on the link below to see a presentation from UAL on careers in the Creative Industries, Art and Design
https://youtu.be/_JHxgP6s4c0

What do Artists do all day?
This is a series of documentaries where artists tell us what
they do all day. It gives great insights into different artists’ ways
of working. It’s inspiring because we get to see them working
in their studios, making decisions and talking about their work,
rather than just looking at pictures of their finished
work in exhibitions. Click on the picture to see Tracey Emin at
work

Bloomberg Brilliant Ideas
This extensive series of short videos covers artists
discussing things like how to document life in photography,
activism in art, how art can question politics, music and
history, and the boundaries between reality and fiction.
They are usually about 25 minutes long (so not too long)
and cover a mind exploding range of themes to get you
thinking and inspire your own work. Click on the picture to
hear about South Africa’s Picasso

Art Galleries
Click on the picture to go to this

TimeOut article which has a list of
links to virtual tours of museums and
galleries that might be useful while
you can’t visit in person – you could
visit museums all over the world over
the summer from your living room!

The Barbican has great resources while they’re closed. Try ‘Read, watch, listen’.
These podcasts, articles and videos cover a stunning range of themes including
masculinity, the depiction of autism in cinema, graffiti and hip hop, and an
introduction to abstract expressionism that features Lee Krasner
who was a great abstract artist herself, as well as Jackson Pollock’s wife. Click on the
picture to go to the home page for ‘Read, watch, listen’ will give you so much choice
you will want to watch, listen to and read at least three!

More Art Galleries
Baltic connect
Click on the picture to watch these short videos of
artists and young crew members of Baltic art gallery
in Gateshead chatting about exhibitions and their
work.

The Tate Gallery
The Tate Gallery has brilliant resources for students, including
careers advice, a series of features called ‘Look Closer’ which explore
particular works of art, and a great classification system that can help
you find artworks that relate to certain themes easily. So if you’re not
sure what artworks are out there that explore certain topics, say
identity, if you put ‘identity’ into the search bar, a lot of different
works on the theme will come up. If you click on an artwork that you
like, underneath that artwork will be other works that relate to the
one you liked. So you can find a lot of works quite quickly that all, in
different ways, respond to particular themes. Click the picture

And Finally…..TV Programmes and a Magazine to check out
This programme shows six
graduates from Central St
Martins (a top Art School)
creating new works of art in a
competition using rules
inspired by artists who
taught at the Bauhaus. The
Bauhaus was a
groundbreaking art school
that rewrote the rules for
teaching and learning art.
Everyone loves a
challenge.

Currently on TV, Click on the picture for the first
episode, anything by artist Grayson Perry is worth
a watch. He makes some complex issues about art
very accessible and understandable. He has
recorded a number of Radio and TV programmes
on different aspects of art including subjects like
identity, portraiture, and taking the mickey out of
British prejudices. He has an alter ego ‘Claire’ and a
teddy bear called Alan Measles. He also won the
Turner Prize. Google him to find out more.

If you like art books and
magazines and print, this is
an alternative online
resource of articles about
contemporary fashion,
photography, and all
aspects of art and design.

